
In our 4 production facilities: Spain (2), Portugal and Poland, we have a production capacity of 10.000 
enclosures per day moulding thermosetting with 39 pressing machines (80 to 1.000 tons), Injecting ther-
moplastics with 24 machines (35 to 2.000 tons.), 3D robots, custom logos machine, CNC, robotized 
gasket system, etc.

Safety by Design since 1970 and still innovating in the latest technologies, products and communication 
tics. 

Check us via Internet :

Authorized
dealer



on grid / off grid  

railway installation.

From SAFYBOX export department we would like to introduce our Safybox-BRES range of GRP enclosures 
available now with a fully comprehensive range of GRP plinths to make the trackside installations possible.

A very end user friendly solution

DURABLE, RELIABLE, COST EFFECTIVE, SOLID, 
HEAVY DUTY,  SAFETY DRIVEN and DESIGNED 
TO LAST SOLUTIONS

the ultimate innovation of safybox 
trackside enclosures



railway box CA 

IP66 modular box
injected gasket 

inspection seasable windows 

opaque cover UV resistant with laser marking

selfextinguishing and non conductive material.
Impact and corrosion resistant.

with cord lock system allowes you to keep the lid together



railway enclosure BRES  

3 Point lock system with a 
padlockable handle.

IP66 GRP enclosure

free standing GRP plinth to suit.

selfextinguishing and non conductive material.
Impact and corrosion resistant.



railway cabinet ART   

polyester base plates or metal

possibility to fix cabinets in
vertical position

ready to install into concrete

outdoor enclosure with roof + 
triple lock system + padlock



 railway custom APM

3 Point lock system with a 
padlockable patent

free standing GRP plinth to suit.

selfextinguishing and non conductive material.
Impact and corrosion resistant.

IP43 GRP enclosure with natural ventilation, 
possible to embeed in the wall 



underground access chambers 

-
ying the SMC(Sheet Moulding Compound) technology.

Reinforced ribbed structure to resist the lateral pressure of concrete or compressed sand.

CADI system 

Collection box model is used in different types of installations, such as telecommunication operators, public 
lightings, airports, rail Networks, renewable energies, etc.



polyester inspection chambers 

          (number of collection boxes/m2)

          separation between them or they can be supplied already prepared with the drills and holes 
          necessary in the installation 

          (it depends on the model)

characteristics & advantages against traditional 
concrete, brick or other thermoplastics 



Uriarte Safybox offers a wide range of accessories for the enclosures.

Discover our range of Plinths or pedestals with different sizes and heights 
for each need and enclosure. Drop door with lock to avoid the wind 
blowing the doors and reducing visibility and facilitate the installation.

A wide range of lock systems are available, such as Triangular & Rec-

For more information contact directly or through our website.

underground pedestal

www.safybox.com


